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Roo and 9 of her peers have been taking part in

the All Move project across this academic year.

They recently had the opportunity to experience

outdoor adventure activities off the school site,

including canoeing, hiking, rock climbing, and

archery, all funded through All Move grants.

These experiences were new to Roo, and her

teachers acknowledged that she lacks

confidence and can be very anxious, particularly

when trying new things. On the morning of the

first All Move session at the outdoor adventure

venue, there were lots of nervous questions

from Roo to her teachers about the activities

that were going to happen.

Once the group arrived and began their

climbing, however, things changed.

Roo is 12 years old and lives in the South West of England. Roo has severe

learning difficulties and a visual impairment. We had a conversation with

Roo about trying new things on the All Move project, and she was very

charismatic and talkative!

Interested in All Move? Contact us at allmove@mencap.org.uk
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"Prior to the first All Move session,

Roo was very anxious about the rock

climbing. She can be a 'worrier'. . ." 

Roo's school teacher 



“I was a lot worried. . .but

then I did it and I felt

super proud!"

Roo, on her rock climbing

experience through All

Move

Although Roo had not been climbing

like this before, by the end of it she

reflected positively on the activity.

When asked about her experiences

on All Move at a later archery session,

she said: "My favourite was rock

climbing. . .it's like a big wall and you

climb it," she said. A far cry from the

initial concerns and anxiety she had

about the activity! 

The unique experiences that have

come through All Move have helped

move Roo out of her comfort zone

and build her confidence. Looking

ahead, there is no stopping Roo now,

and she can’t wait to get back on the

rocks. "I really wish we could do it

again!" she says. 

When asked about the future, Roo

says she feels “happy and excited”'

at the prospect of receiving her 
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All Move medal and certificate for

completing the 26 hour challenge. This

positivity is noticeable in the way Roo

interacts with her peers; she is quick to

cheer their achievements and support

her friends, absolutely showing the

positive 'can-do' outlook All Move

intends to build. 

Roo is in Year 7 and attends a local

special education school. Her teachers

began delivering the project to their

students in early 2021. Across the

academic year, Roo has engaged in

physical activity regularly at school

alongside peers in her year group and

other ages. Other activities throughout

the year have taken place at the

school and have included cycling, yoga

and dance.
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